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Center Hank Roberts came alive with some driving shooting, too, as the Tech quickly slowly began pulling up on the Terriers. In the final two minutes, a long shot by Mike Nacey split the net to tie the game at 18-18, but an even longer one, according to McDonald of the Terrirers, coupled with a free throw, edged the victorious third. A charity loss by Nacey brought the Technology total to 38, but the time seemed too short for further action, as the Terriers took over the ball.

Makarshott deadlocks

In the final seconds, however, center Hank Roberts once again dropped a two-pointer into the net, and added a foul too as well. The foul, sunk by Hohorst, put the Engineers ahead to take the final victory, as a B.U. desperation shot was swatted by the basket, backboard, and all.

Top score for the contest was Roberts, of the Terriers, as he hounded nine baskets through the hoop, and dropped in five free shots for a total of 21 points. For the Engineers, big Hank Roberts tied with Mike Nacey for top honors at 16 points, followed by Herb Gians and Ogg Leon Hens with ten tallies apiece.

Earlier in the evening the B.U. Tech's Mike Nacey shown above ready for the jump. Marciano 0 0 0

The varsity game was broadcast over BU Wednesday night.

Tech's Mike Nacey shown above ready to hit the scale for two points. Mike along with Hank Roberts were high scorers for the Terriers in the victory with 12 tallies.

Swimmers Meet Brown

Tech's men's travel to Providence, Rhode Island, this Saturday to meet Brown. They will be trying for their first victory after dropping the opener to Amherst 36-27.

Dartmouth Downs Beaver Racketmen 8-1 In Opener

Last Saturday the Beaver squash team opened its season with an 8-1 defeat by Dartmouth on the varsity's home court. The only winner of the day was Drucker who managed to keep the team from whitewashing them with a victory by Wylie of Dartmouth.

Despite this loss, Tech seems to have a fairly well rounded squad. Only two men graduated from last year's team and seven veterans are back. The number one man, Redstone, is only a sophomore and should win quite a few matches in the next few months.

The schedule for the remainder of the season is as follows:

- The Tech varsity plays Dartmouth at home December 13th, then travels to Philadelphia to meet Penn, December 27th.
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